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Four Major Travel 
Management Paradigms 

Profit 

Center 
paradigm 

• Commissions 

funded TM costs 

• Limited cost 

pressure or cost 

controls 

• Goal: happy 

travelers 

Transaction 

Cost 
paradigm 

• Professional TM 

practices 

• Procurement-

led focus on 

supplier pricing 

• Goal: reduce 

transaction 

costs 

Total 

Cost 
paradigm 

• Recognizes 

cost of traveler 

wear and tear 

• Includes HR 

and travel budget 

owners 

• Goal: true cost 

optimization 

Total 

Impact 
paradigm 

• Understands 

how to maximize 

a trip’s value 

• Predicts best 

use of travel 

spend 

• Goal: true 

travel ROI 

optimization 

1994 2015 2030? Pre-1994 
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After 20 years of professional travel category 
management, best practices are well known: 
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  Consolidate TMCs 

  Consolidate T&E card programs 

  Consolidate travel data and reporting 

  Apply strategic sourcing principles 

  Comply with duty of care 

  Use KPIs and benchmarking 

  80+ % online adoption 

  90+ % travel policy compliance 

  Focus on negotiated savings 

Procurement principles have led the way 
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Transaction Costs, 
e.g., airfare, hotel 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

High 

Trip 
Costs 

Trip costs from suppliers depend highly 

on the type of travel policy 
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High 

Trip 
Costs 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

Human Cost, or 
 Traveler Friction 

• Lost productivity 
• Reluctance to travel 
• Negative impacts on 
 recruiting & retention 
•Traveler health, safety 
issues 

But tougher travel policies make 

travelers take on more wear and tear 

Transaction Costs, 
e.g., airfare, hotel 
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Companies want the lowest total trip cost, 

which is a truly optimized travel program 

Total Trip 

Cost 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

Optimal 

High 

Trip 
Costs 

Human Cost, or 
 Traveler Friction 

Transaction Costs, 
e.g., airfare, hotel 
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Transaction Costs, 
e.g., airfare, hotel 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

High 

Trip 
Costs 

But procurement focuses on the 

transaction cost because it is easy to 

measure and fits their definition of savings 
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High 

Trip 
Costs 

Transaction Costs 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

Human Cost, or 
 Traveler Friction 

HR’s goal is to minimize the human cost.  But HR’s 

fact base sucks, so HR costs often appear low. 

Procurement wins, forcing tougher travel policies 
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The result?  
Success is seen as constantly 
lowering suppliers’ transaction costs 

Call this the “Transaction Cost” paradigm 
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The current paradigm has served the 
industry well, but now… 

• Returns on travel management are small 
and diminishing – and not sustainable 

• Suppliers chafe at heavy focus on price 
rather than value 

• Transaction cost management offers no 
strategic value 

• Travel manager career paths are stale 
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The transaction cost paradigm locks 
travel management in a low-value future 
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The Total Cost 

Paradigm 
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The travel industry needs a new 
paradigm – one that: 

 Delivers quantifiable value to buyers 

 Gains significant support from suppliers 

 Brings important stakeholders into play 

 Elevates the role of travel managers 
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The Total Cost of Travel paradigm 

meets all these criteria 
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Transaction Cost 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

High 

Trip 
Costs 

The Total Cost of Travel paradigm 

formalizes what buyers do intuitively 

Human Cost, or 
 Traveler Friction 

Lowest 

Total 

Cost 

Optimal 
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The Total Cost of Travel paradigm 

Goal: Minimize the total cost of travel, 

including quantifiable traveler wear and tear 
 

Principles 

1. Budget owners set traveler-related goals; e.g., 
recruiting, retention, health and safety, etc. 

2. Procurement and HR agree on metrics for 
tracking traveler wear and tear costs 

3. Travel managers provide travel strategy plans to 
help achieve the traveler-related goals 

4. Monitor goals and total travel costs, and adjust 
travel strategies accordingly 
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Illustrative traveler-related goals 
for an EVP of Sales 

Recruiting 

Reduce 

time to fill 

open road 

warrior 

positions 

by two 

weeks 

Retention 

Reduce 

road 

warrior 

turnover 

from 12% 

per year 

to 4% 

Productivity 

Increase 

sales 

among 

road 

warriors 

by 5% 

Health & 

Safety 

Reduce 

work days 

lost by 

road 

warriors 

by 10% 

How can travel policies and travel 

culture help achieve these goals? 
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By developing robust travel strategies 
which use the right levers 

Travel Policy Levers 

• Cabin policy 

• Connection policy 

• Flight time windows 

• Ticket flexibility 

• Days advance purchase 

• Preferred suppliers 

• Ground transport policy 

• Expense reimbursements 

Travel Culture Levers 

• Day of week travel guidelines 

• Time of day travel guidelines 

• Trip duration guidelines 

• Pre-trip, post-trip expectations 

• Recovery days, time in lieu 

• Trip hardship allowances 

• “Back home” support 

• Booking, en-route support 

• Expense report support 

• Traveler training 

• Mobile app support 

• Traveler recognition 

• Traveler relocation 

• Job modification 
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Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

Supplier Cost 

If HR proves higher Human costs, then 

firms will buy better quality trips – and 

vice-versa 

Total 

Trip 

Cost 

High Human Cost 
  High 

Trip 
Costs 

Suppliers will 

support any 

model that 

quantifies the 

traveler 

experience 
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The Total Cost of Travel paradigm 

• Delivers lowest total cost of travel by 
factoring in quantifiable HR costs 

• Gives suppliers more ability to sell total 
value, rather than just price 

• Links travel managers with travel budget 
owners – and key goals for their travelers 
– Higher sales? 

– Lower road warrior attrition? 

– Better road warrior productivity, health, safety? 

– More trips…or more effective trips? 

• Elevates the travel manager to trusted 
business advisor 
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Early Results of 

Quantifying Traveler 

Wear and Tear 
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Good news: Procurement 
understands the total cost concept 

• U.S. auto industry adopted Total Cost of Quality 

in the 80s 

• IT and Procurement functions adopted Total 
Cost of Ownership in the 90s 
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The travel industry is starting to quantify 
the HR costs of traveler wear and tear 

• CWT’s Traveler Stress Index 

• BP’s focus on traveler safety 

• Accenture’s 3/4/5 travel policy 

• tClara’s Trip Friction scoring method 
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tClara quantifies Trip Friction™ 

6-hour red-eye flight, 
with a 4-hour layover, 
connecting on a 
regional jet, 
both legs in Coach, 
arriving home on 
Saturday morning, 
after 5 nights away 

Trip B 

6-hour non-stop in 
Business Class, 
arriving home on 
Friday afternoon, 
after 2 nights away 

Trip A 

300 
Trip Friction 

Points 
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tClara’s Trip Friction 
Benchmark Database 

50 Firms 

156,000 travelers 

890,000 trips (PNRs) 

2 million flight coupons 

$875 million in air spend 

Average Firm: 

3,000 travelers 

17,000 trips  

40,000 flight coupons 

$17 million in air spend 
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One Firm’s Benchmark Results 

Our Firm’s avg. per trip 

Benchmark average 

13.2 82% 71% 3.6 0.7 7.3 0.2 0.4

7.6 80% 56% 2.6 0.4 3.0 11% 0.3

Flight 

Hours

% Flt. Hrs 

in Econ.

% Flt Hrs. 

on 

Personal 

Time

Nights 

Away

Weekend 

Nights

Time 

Zones 

Crossed

Redeyes Days in 

Hard 

Countries
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Traveler wear and tear is highly concentrated 
among the top 5% of all travelers 
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Traveler wear and tear is highly concentrated 
among the top 5% of all travelers 
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Trip Friction is clearly correlated 

with higher road warrior turnover 
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3% 3% 

6% 

10% 

16% 

Low Trip
Friction

Moderate
Trip

Friction

Fairly High
Trip

Friction

High Trip
Friction

Very High
Friction

Illustrative Traveler Attrition Rates 

Source: tClara studies covering ~3,900 travelers from multiple clients over a multi-year period 

Travel-

related 

Turnover 
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The Path Forward for 

Travel Managers 
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How can travel managers use the Total 
Cost paradigm to advance their careers? 

• Understand the Total Cost of Travel paradigm 

• Find credible travel-related HR costs 

• Raise traveler-related goals with travel budget 

owners, e.g. “What’s an acceptable rate of 

turnover among our road warriors?” 

• Be prepared with options for reducing traveler 

wear and tear, and their likely budget impact 

• Act as an advisor focused on meeting key 

business goals – going well beyond traditional 

procurement goals 
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More Relationships, More Influence 
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Travel Manager 

Road Warriors 

Finance, 

Procurement 

Travel Budget 

Owners 

Human 

Resources 



How well do you 

really understand 

your road warriors? 
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Nights away from home? 

 

Hours on a plane? 

 

Personal time used for 

traveling? 

 

Major frustrations with 

business travel? 

 

Biggest “ask” to make their 

lives easier? 



Road Warrior* Benchmarks 
(*Top 15% of all travelers by Trip Friction points) 

Selected Trip Friction 

Metric 

U.S. 

Travelers 

European 

Travelers 

Nights Away per Month 9.4 6.1 

Flight Hours per Month 32.0 15.9 

Share of Flight Hours 

Booked in Economy 

Class 

82% 66% 

Share of Flight Hours 

on Personal Time 
65% 65% 

Source: tClara LLC 
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It was a bright and sunny day. I arrived at the gate 20 minutes before 
departure. The gate was empty, door closed, my plane sitting at end 
of jet bridge. Gate witch refuses to open door or call the captain. 
"We're sending the flight off early. We've booked you on the next 
flight. It leaves in six hours. You'll arrive in Philly at 1am tonight. 
 
"But I have a 6am meeting in Philly tomorrow...can't you let me on 
the plane? It's right there!" 
 
"No, because that's not your flight anymore." 
 
Arrive at my Philly hotel at 2am. "I'm sorry, sir, you've been walked." 
Short, testy educational briefing on hotel slang followed. 
 
"But I have a 6am meeting in this hotel. There has to be some place 
I can stay right here." My intense insistence pays off. 
 
I was given blankets and a pillow, and allowed to sleep in a hallway. 
Showered in the hotel's gym. Made my breakfast meeting, no 
problem. 

“Not The Worst, Just a First” 
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“The Lesser of Two Evils” 

It was a last minute trip from JFK to SEA, really bumpy flight because 

of storms in SEA. Was sitting in a middle seat. As we landed, woman 

next to me vomited in my lap. 

 

Got to the hotel where the power was out. Hotel did not have flash 

lights. Had to take a cold shower in the pitch black.  

 

The alarms were going off all night because they had problems with 

the generator. Could not charge my phone or set an alarm so over-

slept. Then no coffee or breakfast in the morning (power still out). 

 

Next day meeting room was so cold we had the meeting with our 

coats on and bought candles to heat the room. Made it out 24 hours 

later but I should have stayed longer, because my Mother In-Law was 

staying with us when I got back to NYC. 

 

Comparatively, it may have been better to stay in Seattle! 
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3 FEB EUG-SFO-LAX, 4 FEB LAX-SFO-EUG, 5 FEB 

PDX-DFW, 6 FEB DFW-EWR-BOS, 7 FEB BOS-

SFO-PDX, 8 FEB EUG-PDX, 9 FEB PDX-ORD-FRA, 

15 FEB FRA-LHR, 18 FEB LHR-SFO-EUG, 19 FEB 

EUG-SFO-ORD, 23 FEB ORD-CLT, 25 FEB CLT-

ORD, 26 FEB ORD-MSP, 29 FEB MSP-SFO-EUG. 

 

Highlights include 7 FEB 1:00 AM - 7:00 AM drive from 

PDX to EUG in 1 foot of snow, jackknifed semis, 8 

FEB 10:30 scheduled departure to FRA cancelled 

because EUG had no de-icing fluid. Arrived in FRA at 

6:00 AM with only 4 hours of sleep over three nights -

- going right into client/airline meetings. 

     25 FEB was my birthday. 

“25 Days, 22 Flights, 26,000 Miles” 



Developing a 

Travel Strategy 

Plan 
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Illustrative traveler-related goals 
for an EVP of Sales 

Recruiting Retention Productivity 

Health & 

Safety 

Reduce 

time to fill 

open road 

warrior 

positions 

by two 

weeks 

Reduce 

road 

warrior 

turnover 

from 12% 

per year 

to 4% 

Increase 

sales 

among 

road 

warriors 

by 5% 

Reduce 

work days 

lost by 

road 

warriors 

by 10% 

How can travel policies and travel 
culture help achieve these goals? 
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Step 1 – Identify two cohorts of travelers 

 2,309  

 1,539  

 2,309  

 3,078  

 2,309  

 1,539   1,539  

 770  

Very Low Low Fairly
Low

Moderate
(Middle

20%)

Fairly
High

High Very HighExtremely
High

Travelers by Trip Friction Category 

Top 15% 
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Travel Impact Metrics 

Turnover 

Engagement Scores 

Health Costs 

Sales 

Productivity 

HR 

Business 

Step 2 - Choose metrics that matter, and build a fact 

base from each cohort 
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Travel Impact 
Metrics 

Turnover 

Engagement Scores 

Health Costs 

Sales 

Productivity 

Customer Satisfaction 

High Friction 
Cohort’s 

Differences 
+12% 

-11% 

+7% 

-12% 

-8% 

+15% 

Step 3 - Then test for differences between 
the two cohorts  

HR 

Business 



Engage the travel budget owner 

You: “What’s an acceptable turnover rate among 

your most frequent travelers?” 

 

EVP: “4 or 5% - that’s what I budgeted for.” 

 

You: “The current rate is 12%.  Let’s discuss 

some options in terms of travel policies and travel 

culture that could reduce the turnover rate.” 
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Less or 

Shared 
Travel 

Easier, 

Safer, 

Healthier 
Travel 

Hard 

Trip 
Bonuses 

Recognition, 

Rewards 

Recruiting, 

Retention 

Analytics 

Tiered Policies Travel Culture 

Travel managers must help travel budget owners 
achieve their goals 

Traveler-specific 

allowances 

Traveler-related 

Goals 

Total Cost of 

Travel budget 

Traveler-focused 

Strategies 



Application of Total Cost 

to the Air Cabin Policy 

Decision 
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Step 1: Model the incremental cost of booking 

a better cabin* 

*Business class on short haul and long haul flights, First class on domestic flights  

Flight  duration needed 

for booking the better 

cabin 
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Step 2: Add in Coach-class 

productivity costs 
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Step 3: Add in retention (attrition) 

costs of flying in Coach 
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Step 4: Find the lowest-cost option 
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Step 5: Consider the cost-benefit of more 

traveler-friendly policies 

Is it worth paying this extra amount 

to get better traveler health, safety, 

recruiting and morale? 



In Summary 
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Companies want the lowest total trip cost, 

which is a truly optimized travel program 

Total Trip 

Cost 

Travel Policy 
5 Star 1 Star 

Optimal 

High 

Trip 
Costs 

Human Cost, or 
 Traveler Friction 

Transaction Costs, 
e.g., airfare, hotel 
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The Total Cost of Travel paradigm 

Goal: Minimize the total cost of travel, 

including quantifiable traveler wear and tear 
 

Principles 

1. Budget owners set traveler-related goals; e.g., 
recruiting, retention, health and safety, etc. 

2. Procurement and HR agree on metrics for 
tracking traveler wear and tear costs 

3. Travel managers provide travel strategy plans to 
help achieve the traveler-related goals 

4. Monitor goals and total travel costs, and adjust 
travel strategies accordingly 
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Travel Impact 
Metrics 

Turnover 

Engagement Scores 

Health Costs 

Sales 

Productivity 

Customer Satisfaction 

High Friction 
Cohort’s 

Differences 
+12% 

-11% 

+7% 

-12% 

-8% 

+15% 

Step 3 - Then test for differences between 
the two cohorts  

HR 

Business 
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Less or 

Shared 
Travel 

Easier, 

Safer, 

Healthier 
Travel 

Hard 

Trip 
Bonuses 

Recognition, 

Rewards 

Recruiting, 

Retention 

Analytics 

Traveler-focused 

Strategies 

Tiered Policies Travel Culture 

Travel managers must help travel budget owners 
achieve their goals 

Traveler-specific 

allowances 

Traveler-related 

Goals 

Total Cost of 

Travel budget 



Firms will use predictive analytics to 

reduce road warrior attrition 
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0

10

20

30

40

50

Jan Feb Mar Apr MayJun Jul AugSep Oct NovDec

Number of Travelers Who 
Quit 

Forecast Actual Goal

Traveler Risk 

Score

Risk 

Trend

D. Okamoto   10

Z. Pinkston   10

A. Eagan   10

B. Haapala   10

R. Lunn   9

J. Toon   9

R. Rollman   9

K. Maier   8

D. Kephart   8
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Travel managers who use the Total Cost paradigm 

will acquire strategic functions, like HR has 

Travel Management 

• Supplier sourcing 

• Supplier management 

• Agency operations, 
traveler support 

• Duty of care, risk mgmt. 

• Policy communication 
and enforcement 

Human Resources 

• Recruiting 

• Talent management 

• Payroll and benefits 
administration 

• Legal and Compliance 

• Employee relations 

• Organization design 

• Compensation design 

• Retention strategies 

• Workforce planning 

• Travel strategy design 

• Road warrior recruiting 
and retention strategies 

Strategic Functions 

Tactical Functions 
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Calls to Action 

Buyers 

• Find your road warrior turnover rate 

• Discuss the Total Cost paradigm with travel 

budget owners 

• Ask what their traveler-related goals should 

be, and show how a travel strategy can help 

Suppliers 

• Re-frame your value proposition 

• Find credible research that supports it 

• Make it easier for buyers to quantify your 

true value 
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Break-out Groups 

Form into groups of 8-10 people 

 Each group needs a mix of buyers and suppliers 

 

Take 20 minutes to discuss these three questions 

about the Total Cost concept: 

1. How well could you explain the concept to a 

Chief Operating Officer or similar senior 

executive? 

2. What do you like about the concept? 

3. What do you dislike, or are skeptical of? 
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Contact: 
Scott@tClara.com 
+1 440.248.4111 

 

Travel Data Made Brighter 

A Gillespie+Diio Venture 

Thank you! 


